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THE SECOND SEX AS A CLASSICS 
A RHETORICAL CRITICISM 

'One of the most significAnx documents in the rhetoric of 

the present feminist movement is The Second Sex by Simone de 

Beauvoir, one of the most influential figures in French lit- 

erature as we lies a prominent existentialist.1 Le Deauxiime, 

first published in France • in 1949, was translated into an

English version, The Second Sex, in 1953. Initial reactions

of the American public to the Book were varied.  Some as- 

serted that the contents of the book were, distorted ,and pre-

though that her arguments: 

would be distressing to men.3 Sti11 Others believed, that her: 

sented slanted views.2 Others 

information was not applicable to Americans because she was 

speaking from a European Viewpoint about European women. 4

Certain Critics also cautioned readers about'her'socialistic 

political Values and her existentialist orientation. 5

The overall réspónse by Critics, however', wAs very pos- 

  itive. The book was described as a "superb book. . . . bril 

-liantly written with broad scope and keen psychological in- 

sights ... 6    as well as "erudite, . . . penetrating, ... 

challenging, . . . contain[ing] a wealth of material."7 Her 

literary style was much praised.8 Some hoped that the book 

Would dispell contemporarys       prejudices about women.9 Ashley 

Montagu strated that it was a great books "[I]t will be read 



a long , time after most works on the subject have  been for-

gotten."10 And, indeed, his 'prediction has materialized. 

ll Today, The Second Sex is considered a classic that has 

"changed minds and probably history . ."12 Mile de 

Beauvoir's nonsexist ideologies are the basis for the cur-

rent feminist movemelt,13 and as such; the book is in part 

responsible for the social change that is no* occurring.14 

In addition to its htatorical significance; however, The 

Second Sew is also significant' rhetorically, for it is be-

cause of its rhetorical power that the book has had profound

influence on the Women's Movement world-wide and in the 

United States in particular. The central argument of this. 

. paper is that the rhetorical power of The Second Sex lies in 

Beauvoir's módel of existentialist dialogical communication-- 

the first such philosophical statement about men and women--

that has fuhctioned as'a primary resource, in content, for 

the rhetoric of the feminist movement and has, thus, been 

instrumental in raising the consciousness level—of the Amer-

lean people. This paper will, therefore, disquss existen-

,tiálism in relation to the, American audience and the power', 

of Beauvoir's dialogical rhetoric which-has made The Second 

Sex a•classic. 

Simone de Beauvoir's existentialist philosophy is the 

most significant factor'sf her perception of the World ánd: 

her creation of The Second Sex. Existentialism,is•concerned

with maintaining        the "rights and existences and reality of 



he humin individual-- its freedom           and own possibility."15 

Throughout history, emphasis has been placed'on material.ob- 

jects,'and the individual has been de-emphasized; from this 

 lack of concern for the individual grew existentialism, which 

 accents the importance        of the human individual and maintains 

that human freedom involves something in People that cannot 

be explained rely in historical or scientific wäys.16 

In existentialism,          one must assume one's freedom by re- 

affirming one's autonomy and choosing one's own lifé. One 

must "transcend,"or move beyond, or react against pre-exist-

'ing roles placed p'one.by society rich relieves one of the 

rece'sslty of'inaki g choices. A child passively .lives in a 

world of "immanenc ,” (the opposite of transcendance),and.. 

accepts the pre-existing roles of society; however, on less

the maturing child realizes    that such a life is meaningless

and learns to make his/her own choices, his/her'future will, 

also be meaningl'eas.17 In essence, this realization describes 

n awareness. Mlle de Beauvoir experienced as a'young girl: 

alone in her grandmother's house; she.had noticed an old, 

worn jacket hanging on the back Of a chair, and realized that 

theAacket was unable to make decisions.or choices or even 

assert its own existence. In this she saw her own lack of 

autonomy and ultimate destruction.18 

The position of women in Beauvoir's bourgeois sóclety 

was that of the immanent child who accepted prescribeäroles

seti forth by soci ty eind.reinforced by socialization. Women 

belonged to an inferior'cadte and were traditionally expected 



to fí if ill the various roles of wife, mother, society' matron,

and courtesan. Women also Were oppressed economically be-

cause  of poor work'ing conditions, lack of education, and lack

of birth control and abortion.19  .Herl se pf the word "caste" 

as opposed to,"class" is significant, for in classes, one 

may move from one to another; however, one is born into a 

caste and may not leave it. 20 

Although) The Sed ' Sex was not written specifically for

the American 'people, the book is pertinent to an American 

audience. When The Second Sex was translated into Eng lish in 

1953, both Women and men in the United States generally accepted 

traditional societal toles and demanded that Others accept them 

as well. It€wás believed that there pre fundamental differ. 

ences between males and females beyond.the'obvious sex dif-

ferences, and, therefore, they should have different         statuses'

and serve different functions. American society    is based on 

the patriarchal family, whereby power, wealth, property and 

t4tlé pass through the male line directly; from   this concept
22 

of patriarchy came the basic notions of women's   inferiority. 

'In addition, the Puritan influence throughout the infancy'of 

the United States furthet promoted male domiríanees only men 

could be citizens. Women had no legal status or property , 

righÿs:except in relation to their husbands."' From the Christ- 

ian viewpoint, women were thought to be "morally weak, irrat-

the United States in 1953 was not identical`to the position 

sonal, and Untrustworthy."24  While the position  of women in 



of French women, criticism that The Second Sex is not applic-', 

able to American women is unfounded. 

Beauvoïr's main argument is that man has created art-

ificial distinctions between masculine and feminine func- 

tipns, and, thus, has kept women in a false, passive role. 

From existentialist principles, Beauvoir stated two postu-

lates in The Second Sexs- (1) man has conceived himself as the 

essential being and woman as "the Other"--viewed iñ opposition 

to man and toward whom hostility is directed; 25 and (2) there 

is no feminine nature ,pecause there is no tiumAn nature: 

_T ' he word natureCil understood here as essence. . . . 
[Since] existence `precedes essence . . . man ;in the' 
general sensed need not conform to any archetype. . .'. 
`Only in the very process of living does he create his 
own values, his own being, his essence. If there is 
no archetypal human nature, there obviously) can be no 
feminine or masculine nature.26 

For woman to be considered "Other" is to deny here existence 

as a human_' being. Beauvoir alto stated that one is not born 

 a woman; but rather, one becomes a woman.27 

Mlle de Beauvoir holds that biology is the only true 

division of the sexes, and that biological differences do 

not justify the historical., social, and cultural subjugation 

of women.28 Women's behavior and status is merely the result 

of history, society, and culture--and these factors either 

promote or hinder a woman's search of individuality and•free-

30 
dom to surmount  by transcending or reacting against it. 

It is important to note that Mlle de Beauvoir has never 

Apposed maternity and homemaking; however, from the exis- 



tentialist'position, there is a distinction between a woman 

who "assumes" these roles because she chooses them and a 

woman who "accepts- the roles simply because society has 

imposed them on her. If the role is "assumed,"'ishen the 

situation is transcended. Furthermore, "humanity is not an 

animal species and . . . a woman becomes human to the.extent 

that she reacts against her nature,. • . gorj those biological 

31 factors that he Lp determine her situation." 

Within this existentialist worldview, lies a theory of 

communication which is of great' importance to an understanding 

of Beauvoir's writing. The first aspect of the existentialist 

approach to human communication is an emphasis on empirical 

descriptiop.3 Whereas 

[ml odern thought has ignored the complex    phenomenon of 
.communication, the existentialists have rightly 
Called our attêntion to them as an essential phase of 
human existence, and have begun the arduous task of 
describing them as they actually occur ... •. The 
existençialist thinkers have laid the first !pundatIons
for a sound phenormenonology of communication."33 

This phenomenological approach seeks, to "isolate.and scrut- 

inize concrete facts and acts of existence just as they are."34 

Thus, empirical description is fundamental in The Second Sex, 

as in all of Beauvoir's books. as a means of revealing the 

"truth."35 In existentialism, the creative individual can 

not be neutral but must choose to involve one's self in 

human affairs. Mlle de Beauvoir chose to change'the social 

order of her world,•and to do so, she sought to report the 

36 
empirical truth about men and women. 



In The Second Sex, Beauvoir was compelled to describe the 

biological differences between men and women as well as the 

images of women that have been perpetuated throughout history 

in myth , psychology, anthropology,  sociology, and religion., 

From her viewpoint, women who were not assuming their freedom 

by rejecti prescribed roles were not. living authentically 

human lives. It was necessary to dscribe all aspects of 

socialization to provide a new awareness for both men and, 

women. Her massive research requited in two volumes total- 

ing over one tho sand pages.37 

The second aspect of Othe existentialist theory of com- 

munication in the mode of communication. For the existential- 

ist, "genuine communi ation is a task to be a1hievedrather 

than an omnipresent feature of .conventional behavio r." 38

 This task may be expressed, in terms of dialogical communica -

tion, with monologue being the opposite of dialogue. In mon-

ologue, the communicaton displays more concern for his/her 

own' interests than for those of the audience. Monologue is • 

characterized by self-centeredness, deception, domination, 

and manipulation. 39  In dialogúe, however, positive emotions 

and an even g,eater depth of involvement are asserted. 40 

Dialogue is characterized by genuineness, accuracy, empathy, 

understanding, and an ynconditional positive regard.41 "Dia-

logue goes directly and honestly to the differences between 

-'me and thee,' and this requires an immense toúghnne.s of self--

for it does combat without going on the defensive."42  It is 



able to reject an idea or behavior of another while,stil con-

firming him/her as a person.43  Dialogue seeks a union of 

44 truth and understanding. 

In viewing The Second Sex as a piece of dialogical com-

munication, it it necessary to first understand, BeauVoir's 

motive for writing the book; for her lack of self-concern and 

self-centeredness'arè prerequisite to dialogue. The book was 

not the result of a personal problem that Simone de Beauvoir' 

experienced; she did not feel inferior.45  Because of her re-

jection of traditional roles very early in life and her per-

sonal ambitions, she'was not fórced to fulfill the roles of 

mother and housewife. Her attainment of the most honored 

Frenci postgraduate degree in philosophy gave her immediate 

recognition from men because her achievement was so exceptional. 

Mlle de Beauvoir has always gotten along well with men duting 

het' life;46  she dismisses a total repudiation of men and con-

demns "American feminists who conceive of men as the enemy."47 

It is interesting to note, for example, that The Second Sex. 

was dedicated to a male friend, Jacques Bost, rather than to 

a woman. As Cottrell observed, Mlle d'é Beauvoir "seem?„to 

have been more comfortable in the society of men than of wo-

men.„48  Thus, her attack on men was made not with malice, 

but with empathy and positive regard; and she was, therefore, 

able'to reject men's supression of women without rejecting 

men. 

In Beauvoir's own mind, as well, The Second Sex was 

written quite objectively. 49 The motivation for the book 



actually came from her itial idea.to write a book about 

herself; Jean-Paul Sartre, her life-long colleague and com- 

panion, however, recommended that she first examine the way 

in which being'a woman influenced her existence. She was 

amazed to realize that she was living in 'a masculine world, 

that she had been raisÁd with myths regarding women and their 

roles, and that her behavior.and experiencé had been totally 

different from those of a male.5°  This realization of wom-

en's status provided the motivation for The Second Sex. The 

book was.not.written in anger to function as impetus to the 

feminist movement which would elevate women above men, but 

w4s'created merely out of concern for the whole feminine con- 

dition51  and was a matter of "being human beings."S2  Clearly, 

Beáuvoir's interest, as required of dialogue, was for her 

audience. rather than for.herself. 

The Second Sex directed itself to the differences that 

existed between the reality of society and Beauvoir's phil- 

osophy of how, society should be, an essential characteristic 

of dialogue; her rhetorical strategy was subversion and af-

firmation.53  Mlle de Beauvoir's subversive rhetorical, efforts 

were focused on the false images and unrealistic roles of 

women; however, the underlying subversive attack was made 

upon the socialization process which initiates roles ster- 

eotyping. The socialization of the sexes or the imposition 

of these traditional roles is a result of a phenomenon that 

is referred to as a "nonconscious ideology:" 



a set of beliefs and attitudes which persons accept 
implicitly but which remain outside their awareness 
because alternative conceptions of.the world remain 
unimagined. . . . This form of ideology is the most 
subtle and profound form of social influence . . 
which-remains invisible.54 

Beauvoir sought to subvert these traditional societal sex-

roles which are molded by culture during infancy and child-

hood and reinforced throughput one's life and which have im-

plied that males should be aggressive, assertive, domineer-

ing, competitive and independent. Further, the societal roles 

suggest that females should be passive, submissve, dependent, 

tender and sensitive.55  Consequently, within this framework, 

women develop higher affiliation needs, more dependence, as-

pire to a smaller range of vocations, and often display a 

motivation to avoid success because competence, independence, 

competition, and intellectual achievement are viewed as qual-

ities inconsistent with femininity--even though they view 

these traits as positive to masculinity and mental health.56 

Clearly, not only the attitudes of men about women but of 

women about women, as well, have threatened women's poten-

tial and reinforced stereotypes. Beauvoir emphasized -this 

point when she stated that women have the responsibility to 

choose their own existence and destiny.57  This exhortation 

of responsibility demonstrates Mile de Beauvoir's.unwilling- 

ness to place total blame on men for subjecting women to a 

passive role. 

Beauvoir's subversion of socialization functioned as 

consciousness-raising to break through the stereotypes and 



the nonconscious ideology and make persons aware of the truth 

about men and women ("consciousâess-raising" is used here to 

describe that new level of awareness). According to Beauvoir, 

stereotyped roles would not exist if:

the little girl were brought lap from the first with 
the same demands and rewards, the same severity and 
the same freedom as her brothers, taking part in the 
same studies, the 'same games, promised the same 
future, surrounded with women and men who seemed to" 
be undoubted equals.58 

While she asserted that män has subjected women to subser-

vience,fand that "mail represents both [thi positive and 

neutral . . . and woman represents only the negative  59 

she•did not reprimand man for-his behavior but sought to 

reveal a clearer understanding of how`this situation evolved. 

she thus turned to history, literature, and religion for ex-

planations. 

With subversion being :k prerequisite to affirmation,61 

Beauvoir subverted existing images of women in order,to affirm 

the human potential of women in society as she conceived of 

it. She stated that biology, the only true difference be-

tween men and women, does not warrant inferior status and 

that one cannot dictate a model of feminine or masculine 

nature;62  this conception strongly affirms the human poten-

tial.of women. And to those who might be anxious at the 

prospect of women's transcendence, Beauvoir offers reassurance:

To disregard myths is not to destroy all dramatic
relation between the sexes . . . . To emancipate 
woman is to refuse to confine her to the relations 

To achieve the .dialogical' union of truth and understanding, 60



she bears to man, not to deny them to her; let her 
have her independent existence and she will continue 
to exist for him also; mutually recognizing each 
other as subject ry,each will yet remain for the/other 
an other.63 

Beauvoir's  affirmation of women, however, was actually an

affirmation of human be j.ng s c .for "[10  recognize in a woman 

64 
a human being is not to impoverish man's experience." 

She did not prescribe punishment for man's treatment of women, 

but conceived of a society in which there will be 

,new kinds of relationships between human beings, and 
men as well as women will be changed. Women, and men 
too, must becomeghúman'beings first and foremost. The 
differences which exist between them are no more im-
portant than the differences which exist between in-
dividual women, or individual men.65 

Such affirmation and positive regard for both sexes of her 

audience further indicate Beauvoir's commitment to dialogic 

empathy and understanding. 

While The Second Sex has achieved an historical position 

because of its impact on the current feminist movement, the 

acquisition of its title of "classic" might best be attrib-

uted to Beauvoir's dialogical communication--the source of 

the rhetorical power which has influenced the Women's Move-

ment. Mile de Beauvoir viewed both men and women readers as 

equal human beings and communicated her existentialist per-

spective through dialogue which reported truth as Beauvoir 

saw it, without condemning men as húman beings. She placed 

the responsibility of awareness and action on both men and 

women. Although The Second Sex-has been the philosophical 

statement upon which much subsequent feminist discourse has 



.been based, many communicators have not chosen to employ 

Beauvoir's method of dialogue. They have, instead, chosen 

monologue which seeks tô destroy men and.:elevate women.66 

 Though it is difficult to measure the success of such dis- 

course, it seems that the dialogical approach of The Second  

Sex has overshadowed monologue by remaining a source of 

rhetorical power upon which both male and female supporters 

   of feminism rely. As Cottrell stated; 

[The Second Sex]. . . remains . . . the most force--
ful vindication of, women's rights to have appeared 
in the twentieth century.67 

Perhaps communicators of future feminist discourse might 

well re-examine the power of di&logue and its future poten-

tials for because of the power of dialogue, The Second Sex, 

as a classic, will continue to communicate to its readers 

the message of "being human beings"68  for years to come. 
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